The committee was given the following charges:

Standing charges:

1. Be prepared to respond to SenEx requests for reviews of academic policy issues. (ongoing)

2. Monitor proposals for academic program restructuring and discontinuance, hold hearings, and follow other procedures in accordance with Article VIII of the University Senate Rules and Regulations. Report issues or recommendations for action to SenEx. (ongoing)

3. Consider input from Student Senate on desired changes to academic policies. (ongoing)

4. **FY2021 Committee** - Review the University of Kansas’ Financial Exigency policy found in USRR, Art VII. (See Governance Office for information.) It was last reviewed by AP&P in FY16 and they did not suggest any changes at that time. USRR 7.5.1 states that “Every five years after the official acceptance of this document by the Chancellor, it shall be reviewed by the University administration and by AP&P. Either group may then suggest revisions to the document.” Any changes to the policy would ultimately go to the University Senate for a vote.

Specific Charges:

1. Working with the IT Security Officer, AP&P should establish protocols to assure maintenance of individual privacy in any changes to technology implementation.

With regard to the standing charges, no issues were brought to the committee this academic year.

The committee met three times to discuss specific charge #1. It was decided that the issue would be tabled until KUIT has their new CIO on board.

Respectively submitted, 4-18-17
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